Elizabeth Ann Seton: A Woman Of Prayer: Meditations, Reflections, Prayers And Poems Taken From Her Writings
Synopsis

This extraordinary book allows the reader to penetrate the heart and soul of Elizabeth Ann Seton through her writings to her friends. During her brief life (1774-1821) she was a successful wife, mother, and teacher. Seton was also founder of the Sisters of Charity, and is the first native-born American saint of the Roman Catholic Church. All of her accomplishments flowed from the fact that she was first and foremost a woman of prayer. She expressed that spirit of prayer in her writings, meditations, reflections, prayers, poems and songs, written for herself, her friends, and for her religious community. This rich selection from the saint's writings give us a glimpse into her heart and soul, and her very special relationship with God. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.
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Customer Reviews

I founded a grief support group. Elizabeth is The patron and I wanted it as a source of prayer. this is a study aid, the price topic and speed of reception were all a plus for Me. I recommend frequently to friends for their book needs

That Elizabeth Seton wrote so much and in such depth was a wonderful surprise. Her life reflects much of what women deal with today. How she lived her life in constant communion with God is a model for here and now.

A short, but extensive "spiritual biography" of her life taken from St. Elizabeth's own writings in the
form of journal entries, letters and other writing. The BEST and most beautiful telling of her life story and journey of faith you will likely find!
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